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ts Since 1927, Arrow-Magnolia 
has helped people solve 
their cleaning and 
maintenance problems with 
the finest products 
available today.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES

HIGHLIGHTS

SAFETY CAUTIONS
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SUPER COAT
LIQUID
DESCRIPTION:

SUPER COAT is a perfected formulation of the 
Siloxanes designed to protect construction 
equipment. It is a clear, non-staining, water and 
weather resistant, non-gumming formulation. 

SUPER COAT prevents rust as well as protects 
paint and costly equipment. SUPER COAT forms 
a base coating on the surface of the cab and 
body and prevents concrete, sand, gravel, salt, 
snow, lime, mortar, asphalt, etc. from adhering.

DIRECTIONS:

-Just spray on with any simple pressure 
sprayer and allow drying, then wipe with a 
soft cloth. 

-Applying SUPER COAT is simple and easy; it is 
practically foolproof. Streaking or discoloration 
are impossible. 

-To remove concrete deposits from your SUPER 
COAT protected trucks after use, rinse the truck 
with ARROW SOLV diluted with water from a 
pressure hose.

-Preparation of equipment: Clean grease, oil, 
dirt, etc. off with ARROW SOLV. Remove 
concrete with our concrete stripper. Allow 
equipment to dry thoroughly after rinsing 
with water. 

-SUPER COAT dries to a slick, hard finish in 
about 15 minutes

 

 manufactured by:

 ARROW - MAGNOLIA INTERNATIONAL, Inc. 
 2646 Rodney Lane
 Dallas, Texas 75229
 Toll Free: 800.527.2101
 www.arrowmagnolia.com
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-Keep out of reach of children.

-Use under normal atmospheric 

conditions in well ventilated 

areas.

-Keep containers closed when 

not in use.

-Refer to SDS for additional 

safety information.

-Vapor Pressure:    64

-Volatility:     95%

-Solubility:     Insoluble

-Specific Gravity:    0.797

-Vapor Density:     Heavier 

than Air

-pH:     1.8

-Evaporation Rate:     Slower 

than Ether

-Physical Description:   Clear 

Liquid w/ Alcoholic Odor

-Superior Truck Coating/

Protectant

-Water Proof

-Prevents Rust

-Non Staining (Clear)

-Non Gumming

-Protects Costly Equipment in 

Outside Storage

SIGN AL  WORD: WARNING




